
Potential Use of the Braidwood Shields as a HighlySensitive Supernova DetetorOne of the proposed designs for the Braidwood veto shields involves theuse of a modular, 2 meter-thik, ative, liquid region viewed with photomul-tiplier tubes. This would onstitute a sizable bulk of roughly 0.7 kilotons perdetetor. Should liquid sintillator be used, this would naturally lend itselfto use as an exellent detetor for supernovae. The ombined mass of all 4shields plus inner detetors would be equivalent to more than 3 KamLANDdetetors for this purpose and, in the event of a supernova, would providethe best measurement of �e and �X omponents. Among other things, suhmeasurements would be highly sensitive to both the neutrino mass heirarhyand also very small values of �13.For the purposes of the following disussion, we will assume the \silo"shield on�guration disussed in XXXX and that Gd-loaded sintillator isused in the shield to boost the neutron signal so that they ould be well-deteted by a \modest" (�few perent) overage of PMTs distributed on theinner surfaes of the shield. For these purposes, the Gd onentration needonly be large enough to ompete favorably with the apture on hydrogen, sothat even less than a 0.01% solution would suÆe. The amount of sintillatoralso need not be very large, so that the liquid ould be omposed of morethan 95% mineral oil, whih would then dominate the ost.1 Neutrino Interations in Liquid SintillatorMineral oil/liquid sintillators have very nie properties whih makes themvery well suited for supernova neutrino detetion. Here are the main rea-tions: ��e + p! e+ + nThe threshold energy for ��e in this reation is 1.8MeV. A supernova signalwould result in positron energies in the region of tens of MeV, whih wouldstand out well above any bakgrounds. There is some modest diretionalsensitivity in this reation whih might be aessed from the relative re-onstruted positions of the positron signal and neutron apture using highstatistis, though this needs further study.1



��e +12 C !12 B + e+12B !12 C + e� + ��eThe threshold energy for this reation is 14.4 MeV and the beta-deay of12B would follow with a half-life of 20.2ms and an endpoint energy of 13.4MeV. Again, this should stand out well from the bakground, espeiallygiven the double-oinidene. It would be well distinguished from the double-onidene of the 1st reation based on the time di�erene, sine the neutronapture time will be more like �1ms.�e +12 C !12 N + e�12N !12 C + e+ + �eThe threshold for this reation is 17.34 MeV and this would give a very similarsignature as in the previous ase, exept that the 12N endpoint is 16.3 MeV(plus the positron annihilation) and the half-life is 11.0ms, thus allowing astatistial separation based on the timesale of the double-oinidene.�X + p! �X + pThis is a neutral urrent (NC) interation, but does not have a well-de�nedsignature and involves a low kineti energy of the sattered proton (sub-MeV). Thus, we will not disuss this reation further, although detetionbased on monitoring \noise rates" may still be possible.�X +12 C !12 C� + �X12C� !12 C + (15:1MeV )This is another NC reation with a threshold of 15.1 MeV whih produesa distintive 15.1 MeV high-energy gamma from the de-exitation of 12C�,whih should be easy to distinguish.��e + e� ! ��e + e�2



tan2 �13 ��ep! e+n ��12e C !12 Be+ �12e C !12 Ne�Normal Inverted Normal Inverted Normal Inverted10�6 1441 1443 75 75 183 183(1386) (1386) (66) (70) (155) (155)� 10�3 1441 2030 75 160 252 183(1381) (2030) (66) 160) (252) (151)No os. 1208 40 8�X +12 C !12 C� + �X ��e + e� ! ��e + e�(saled from SN1987a)138 196Table 1: Computed rates in a 2 m liquid shield for a supernova at 10 kpfrom Earth assuming no matter osillations in the Earth (i.e. the supernovaneutrinos arrive at a time when the bult of the Earth does not shield thedetetor.) Values in parenthesis refer to rates for whih maximum matterosillations in the Earth our.While ertainly providing a more numerous signal in SuperK, this elastisattering reation ought to also yield a reasonable signal in sintillation de-tetors as well. While not having the double-oinidene to eliminate bak-grounds, a large fration of the signal would be above 20 MeV, whih shouldbe distintive enough to be identi�ed within the �10s burst. This omponentarries good diretional information whih might possibly be aessed if theprompt Cherenkov light ould be identi�ed in the shield.2 Event RatesThe following is based on alulations from hep-ph/0312315 for the numberof events expeted for various lasses, for a supernova at 10kp, saled to thevolume of 3.15 kilotonnes, whih would orrespond to 4 silo shields plus thefour 65-tonne inner detetors. An estimate for ��e+e� elasti sattering above20 MeV has also been inluded by saling from the observation of SN1987a.
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3 Disussion and ConlusionsReferring to Table 1 several points are worthy of note: 1) The signals are allvery large as well as being very distint. 2) There is a sensitity to very smallvalues of �13 and the spei� value an be onstrained to a reasonable extentby the �e reation on 12C for normal heirarhy or by the ��e on 12C for invertedheirarhy. 3) There is some sensitivity to earth matter e�ets, though thisis diÆult. For the ase of normal mass heirarhy and tan2�13 > 10�3, thisamounts to about a 1.6� e�et for the ��e + p reation. Some additionalsensitivity ould be gained by looking at higher energy events, but not asubstantial improvement. A supernova at 5kp would likely make this morethan a 3� e�et, however this needs to be studied in greater detail. 4) Thedistintion between inverted and normal mass heirarhy ought to be verylear so long as tan2�13 is larger than about 10�5. 5) While a detetor suhas SuperK would provide the best measurement of the ��e omponent of aSN signal along with the diretion, a Braidwood shield-based detetor, alongthe lines disussed here, would provide the best measurement of the ux,timing and energy spetra for the �e and �X omponents ompared with anyexisting detetor. 6) With a oinident signal between all the Braidwoodshields/detetors alone, there would be little question of SN signal validity.This raises the prospet of being able to send out an immediate alert toothers with extremely high on�dene.
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